This paper introduces an effective memetic algorithm for the linear ordering problem with cumulative costs. The proposed algorithm combines an order-based recombination operator with an improved forward-backward local search procedure and employs a solution quality based replacement criterion for pool updating. Extensive experiments on 118 well-known benchmark instances show that the proposed algorithm achieves competitive results by identifying 46 new upper bounds. Furthermore, some critical ingredients of our algorithm are analyzed to understand the source of its performance.
tion Operator.
Introduction
Given a complete directed graph G = (V, E) with nonnegative vertex weight d i and nonnegative arcs cost C ij , where V is the set of vertices (n = |V |), the Linear Ordering Problem with Cumulative Costs (LOPCC) aims to find a permutation π = (π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π n ) of the n vertices of G such that the following function is minimized:
where
C π i π j α π j for i = n, n − 1, . . . , 1
LOPCC was originally introduced in [1] to formulate a practical problem appeared in wireless communication systems. Since then, a number of solution approaches have been proposed to solve this problem. Benvenuto et al. proposed a heuristic approach based on greedy construction [2] , which randomly selects a vertex from a reduced candidate list of the best available vertices and inserts the vertex into the permutation under construction.
This algorithm is very fast, but its solution quality is generally unsatisfactory. Righini proposed an exact algorithm using branch-and-bound and a truncated branch-and-bound heuristic algorithm (TB&B) [3] . The truncation technique can reduce the running time by a factor of 10. Despite of its promising results, the high computational time cost of TB&B still prevented this algorithm from solving problems of size larger than n = 35 in a reasonable time.
On the other hand, a number of metaheuristic algorithms were proposed to solve the LOPCC problem and proved to be effective to find high-quality solutions in a reasonable time. Some representative metaheuristic approaches include Iterated Local Search [4, 5] , Tabu Search [6] , Iterated
Greedy-Strategic Oscillation and Path-Relinking [7] . Nevertheless, large instances (e.g., graphs with n ≥ 100) still represent a real challenge for all existing LOPCC approaches.
This paper presents for the first time a memetic algorithm for solving the LOPCC problem. The proposed algorithm integrates a new local search procedure within the framework of evolutionary computing. In particular, the proposed algorithm employs an order-based recombination operator and a solution quality based replacement strategy for population updating.
The performance of the proposed algorithm is assessed on a total of 118 LOPCC benchmark instances from the literature. Computational experiments show that the memetic algorithm matches the previous best solutions for 61 instances and improves the previous best solutions in 46 cases. To provide insights about the performance of the proposed algorithm, we analyze the influence of some critical ingredients of the algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the key components of the memetic algorithm: The local search procedure, the recombination operator and the pool updating strategy. Section 3 gives the computational results and the comparison between the memetic algorithm and some state-of-the-art algorithms in the literature. Section 4 investigates several essential components of the proposed algorithm and conclusion is given in Section 5.
Memetic algorithm

Main Scheme
Memetic algorithms are known to be a powerful framework to solve hard combinatorial optimization problems (see e.g. [8, 9] ). By combining the evolutionary framework with the local search procedure, memetic algorithms are expected to offer a balance between an intensified examination of a given search region and an exploratory discovery of new promising areas.
Following the general design principle of memetic algorithms [9] , our memetic approach alternates between a recombination phase to generate new solutions and a local optimization phase to search around the newly generated solutions. Specifically, starting with a population of initial solutions, the algorithm repeats a number of evolution cycles (also called generations).
At each generation, two parent solutions are randomly chosen from the current population. Then the recombination operator is applied to the parent solutions to generate an offspring solution which is subsequently optimized by the local search procedure. Finally, the population is updated with the improved offspring solution according to the solution quality of the offspring.
This process is repeated until a stop condition (e.g., number of generations, computing time) is met.
The main scheme of the memetic algorithm is described in Algorithm 1, and the detailed descriptions of the four main components (i.e., population initialization, local search procedure, recombination operator and population updating strategy) are provided in the following subsections. Randomly choose two individuals x a and x b from P 9:
x 0 ← Recombination(x a , x b ) / * Section 2.4 * / 10:
P ← Pool Updating (x 0 , P ) / * Section 2.5 * / 12: until stop condition is met 13: return the best solution found so far
Initial Population
The initial population is generated as follows. A random permutation is first created and then improved by the local search procedure (see Section 2.3). If the improved solution is not already present in the population, it is added into the population. Otherwise, this solution is discarded and a new random permutation is created. This procedure is iterated until the population is filled with p solutions (|P | = p is the population size).
Local Search Procedure
Given a solution x (i.e., a permutation), we generate a neighboring solution by applying to x an operator called insert, which moves a vertex from its current position i to another position j, denoted by insert(i, j). This operator is widely used in the classical linear ordering problem (LOP) (see e.g. [10, 11] ).
Our local search procedure is inspired by forward local search in [7] , and is divided into two parts: forward and backward. Instead of employing the traditional method (select the best solution from the whole neighborhood, which is very time-consuming), the local search procedure considers the vertex (denoted by v * ) with the maximum α value. We assume that the position of our local search procedure, which is used in [7] .
It should be noted that this procedure is much faster than the traditional local search method. The forward part is repeated until the current solution cannot be further improved. The backward part, which is opposite with the forward part, selects the vertex with the minimum α value. The set of target positions (T pos ) includes positions after the position of the selected vertex.
The backward part is also repeated until the current solution cannot be further improved. This backward part stops when it cannot further improve the solution quality any more. Note that this backward part is missed in previous papers but it has significant influence on both solution quality and computational efficiency according to our experiments (see Section 4). The details of local search procedure is described in Algorithm 2.
To accelerate the evaluation of neighboring solutions, we employ a fast incremental evaluation technique introduced for LOP in [12] . The main idea is to maintain a special data structure to record the move values for swapping adjacent vertices. Particularly, each insert move is decomposed into several swap moves, which sequentially exchanges the vertices in adjacent positions.
Experiments show that this method can reduce the computational time of the local search procedure by about 65%.
Recombination Operator
Previous studies suggest that the recombination operator is a key ingredient that determines the performance of the memetic algorithm. In this paper, we adopt the order-based operator which has been proven to be very useful for the classical LOP problem [12] .
Specifically, two solutions in the current population are randomly selected as parent solutions. To maintain the diversity of the population, we restrict that the similarity (see Section 4) between the parent solutions should not be smaller than the average similarity of the solutions in the population.
Then, the order-based recombination operates in two phases. First, we copy one of the parents to the offspring solution. Second, we randomly select k positions of the offspring solution and reorder the vertices on these k positions according to their orders in another parent. Here, we set experimentally k = n/2 (n being the number of vertices of the problem instance).
For example, we assume that x a = (2, 3, 1, 4, 6, 5) and x b = (4, 1, 2, 5, 6, 3)
are the two parent solutions and 2,4,6 are respectively the selected positions.
Then, the offspring solution obtained by the order-based recombination operator is x 0 = (2, 4, 1, 5, 6, 3).
Population Updating
The population updating strategy we employed is widely used in the literature (denoted by PoolWorst). This updating technique replaces the worst solution in the population with the new offspring solution if the offspring solution is good enough in terms of the objective value. Compared with some other updating strategies which consider both the solution quality and the diversity of the population, e.g., [13, 14, 15] , PoolWorst strategy is able to accelerate the convergence speed, enabling the algorithm to find good solutions in relatively short time. Since our local search procedure is able to reach a balance between the search efficiency and effectiveness, it is more suitable for the updating strategy to accelerate the convergence speed.
Computational Results and Comparison
In this section, we assess the performance of the memetic algorithm on two sets of benchmark instances and compare it with the state-of-the-art algorithms in the literature.
Problem Instances and Experimental Protocol
Two sets of instances are used in the experiments. The first set of instances called LOLIB consists of 43 small instances with n = 44 to 60. This set of instances is well known for the LOPCC problem. The second set of instances named RANDOM includes 75 instances. Specifically, 25 of them are small instances of size n = 35, and the other two parts are large and difficult instances of size n = 100 and n = 150. These instances are widely-used in a number of studies, see for example [6, 7] .
The proposed algorithm is programmed in C++ and compiled using Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0 on a PC running Windows XP with 2.4 GHz CPU and 2 Gb RAM. The population size is set to 15 for all the tested instances.
The stop condition for the algorithm is a fixed number of generations. For the instances of size n = 150, the generation limit is set to 200. For all the other instances, the generation limit is set to 100. Given the stochastic nature of the memetic algorithm, each instance is solved independently 10 times using different random seeds (some large instances are solved 5 times). Tables 1 to 4 The last column (time total ) shows the average total execution time in seconds.
Computational Results
The last row named Average gives the average value for each column. Tables 1 and 2 show the computational statistics of the memetic algorithm on the small sized instances. For the 43 LOLIB instances and 25 RANDOM instances with n = 35, the memetic algorithm can achieve, respectively, 35
and 24 optimal values within a short time. Tables 3 and 4 report the computational results on the challenging large instances. For these instances, the memetic algorithm is able to improve a number of the previous best known results. Specifically, for the RANDOM instances with n = 100, the memetic algorithm improves the previous best known results for 23 out of 25 instances (indicated in bold). For one of the remaining instance (t1d100.16), the algorithm can match the previous best known result. While for the instance (t1d100.15), our result is worse than the previous best known one. When it comes to RANDOM instances of size n = 150 (Table 4) , the memetic algorithm improves the previous best known results for 23 out of 25 instances (indicated in bold). The results for the two remaining instances are worse than the previous best known ones.
In summary, the computational results establish the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed memetic algorithm. For the 68 small size instances, LOLIB instances and RANDOM instances with n = 35, the algorithm successfully matchs the best-known results on most of the instances in a short time. While for the 50 challenging large instances, RANDOM instances with n = 100 and n = 150, the algorithm is able to find better solutions on 46 instances within a reasonable time.
Comparisons with the State-of-the-art Algorithms
In this section, the proposed memetic algorithm is compared with two state-of-the-art algorithms in the literature, respectively named TS [6] and EvPR [7] . The experiments are done on all the 118 instances. We try our best to conduct the comparison on a time-equalized basis, so we set the generation limit (the stop condition) to be 110 for RANDOM instances with n = 150, and 200 for the rest instances, and run the proposed algorithm on each instance only once. Nevertheless, given the difference of computing platforms used for the compared algorithms, it is very difficult to replicate the exact stop conditions as those used in the reference algorithms. As a consequence, the comparisons shown in this section are for indicative purposes only and should be interpreted with caution. As one can observe from Table 5 
Analysis of the Forward-Backward Local Search Strategy
Local search is a critical component of the memetic algorithm. Our local search procedure is inspired by the local search procedure proposed in [7] .
However, the local search procedure in [7] allows only forward moves, our local search procedure allows both f orward and backward moves. In order to investigate whether this difference makes a meaningful contribution, we conduct experiments on some representative instances.
We keep other ingredients unchanged, and run two memetic algorithms, one with f orward local search and the other with f orward-backward local search, on 5 random instances (t1d100.1 t1d100.2 t1d100.11 t1d100.12 t1d100.21 t1d100.22). To reduce the impact of randomness, each algorithm is run 20 independent times. The stopping criterion is the execution time which is fixed to be 400s. We observe two characteristics : the average solution quality in the population and the population diversity.
Given two solutions x i and x j , we define the distance between x i and x j (denoted by d i,j ) as: n (the number of vertexes) − the length of the longest common subsequence of x i and x j . Then, the population diversity (denoted by pdi) is defined as:
With this definition, pdi = 0 implies that all the solutions are the same.
With the value of pdi becoming smaller, the population diversity decreases, implying that solutions in the population tend to become more similar. and meanwhile its convergence speed is faster.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a memetic algorithm for the linear ordering problem with cumulative costs. The proposed algorithm uses an orderbased recombination operator for generating new solutions and an effective local search procedure for local optimization. The proposed algorithm was evaluated on 118 well-known benchmark instances and the results proved its effectiveness and efficiency. For the 43 LOLIB instances and 25 small random instances, the algorithm reaches 35 and 24 optimal values within a short computational time. In addition, it is able to improve the previous best known objective values for 46 out of 50 large instances.
